Staying secure with TopicPilot

Today, information makes the world go round. Access to most of it is deliberately free. But requirements for security standards are even higher for restricted content. Whether they are freely available or intended for a small group of users only, we take care of your data and even provide state-of-the-art encryption technologies and secure operations behind web application firewalls in the standard version – without any additional modules and fees.

Managing access control
You want your customers to only access technical information that is relevant to their particular machines? You want your external service provider to only access specific content?

TopicPilot provides access control to your data flexibly and securely:
- An extensive user and rights management allows you to selectively define which authorized users can access data.
- The configuration of roles and rights also defines which data can be synchronized offline in the first place.
- Data is secured using established encryption methods.

Preventing unauthorized data access
Your tablet contains sensitive information and has been stolen? Is your service technician joining the competition but has had unlimited data access so far?

TopicPilot consistently prevents unauthorized access to your data:
- Changes to the user and rights management are applied directly to mobile clients during synchronization.
- Once a client has been deactivated, all data on the mobile device is deleted.
- Integration into your mobile device management ensures additional security.

Protecting data at its best
Your data must stay within your company network? You expect the highest security standards concerning hosting and IT-infrastructure?

TopicPilot securely serves your data on your terms:
- The DOCUFY Public Cloud: hosted in German data centers in line with the highest security standards and local data protection laws.*
- Hosting of highly sensitive data in an individual private cloud or on-premises.
- Weekly security source code analysis by an established security agency.
- Executable code in TopicPilot data is suppressed, preventing cross-site scripting attacks (XSS) right from the beginning.

*Our cloud partners are accredited for DAkkS and IQnet as well as have ISO 27001, GSHB and BSI certification.
DOCUFY is a leading software manufacturer and service provider for multi-level documentation systems.

Using our software solutions for technical documentation as a basis, we have developed a product chain that leverages the potential of your content on every level. We provide solutions that are optimally tailored to your documentation process to allow your technical documentation to make the greatest possible contribution to the success of your company.